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QUESTION 1
Which protocol port(s) need open access for communication between the MSE and WLC?

A. UDP 16666 and 16667
B. UDP 5247 and 5264
C. UDP 161 and 162
D. UDP 16113
E. TCP 16113

Answer: E

QUESTION 2
Which two attacks represent a social engineering attack? (Choose two.)

A. using AirMagnet Wi-Fi Analyzer to search for hidden SSIDs
B. calling the IT helpdesk and asking for network information
C. spoofing the MAC address of an employee device
D. entering a business and posing as IT support staff

Answer: BD

QUESTION 3
Which three products are required to produce Cisco Clean Air Security reports? (Choose three.)

A. WLC v7.0
B. WCS v7.0
C. MSE v7.0
D. Spectrum Expert v4.0
E. 1260 AP
F. 3500 AP

Answer: ABF
QUESTION 4
Which one of the options is related to U.S. Federal Trade Commission safeguard rules for financial institutions to protect customer information?

A. ISO
B. IEEE
C. IETF
D. Wi-Fi Alliance
E. PCI
F. HIPAA
G. GLBA

Answer: G

QUESTION 5
A wireless client has a browser with a manually configured proxy. The Cisco WLC v7.0 has been configured for basic WLAN Layer 3 web pass through with the remaining default configuration. Which two statements are true when the client attempts to connect to a WLAN for guest access using web authentication? (Choose two.)

A. The WLC allows access if the client is requesting a globally resolvable DNS address.
B. The WLC allows access if it is configured for WebAuth Proxy.
C. The WLC allows access for a client request to ports 80 or 8080 only.
D. Access requires DHCP with option 252.
E. Access requires DHCP with option 150.

Answer: BD

QUESTION 6
What is the maximum number of ACLs that can be applied to a Cisco WLC v7.0 interface?

A. 1
B. 16
C. 32
QUESTION 7
Which answer best describes the implementation of IBN using the Cisco WLC v7.0 and Cisco Secure ACS v4.2?

A. Configure the ACS for AAA override and attributes. Configure the WLC for RADIUS server.
B. Configure the ACS for AAA override and attributes. Configure the WLC for RADIUS server and attributes.
C. Configure the ACS for attributes. Configure the WLC for RADIUS server and AAA override.
D. Configure the ACS for attributes. Configure the WLC for RADIUS server, AAA override, and attributes.

Answer: D

QUESTION 8
Which option verifies that a wireless client has associated but is not yet authenticated to a WLAN when performing NAC using the Cisco NAC Appliance Manager and Server?

A. Cisco CAM OOB Management > Devices > Discovered Clients
B. Cisco CAS OOB Management > Devices > Discovered Clients
C. Cisco CAM Monitor > View Online Users
D. Cisco CAS Monitor > View Online Users

Answer: A

QUESTION 9
Which statement correctly describes the usage of the debug command in a Cisco Unified Wireless Network?
A. Debug is enabled until manual shut off.
B. Debug is available on the WLC serial console and web interface.
C. Debug is a restricted command and is not available in the AP CLI.
D. Debug is a message logging severity 7.

Answer: D

**QUESTION 10**
Which two firewall protocol port(s) need open access for secure management access to an anchor WLC for guest access? (Choose two.)

A. TCP 22  
B. TCP 23  
C. TCP 80  
D. TCP 8080  
E. TCP 443  
F. UDP 123

Answer: AE

**QUESTION 11**
Refer to the exhibit.
What is the effect of setting Client Exclusion to Enabled and set to a Timeout Value of 0 seconds in a Cisco WLC v7.0?

A. Excluded clients must be manually removed from the excluded list.
B. Client exclusion will not occur.
C. Client exclusion timeout will be determined by the IDS module.
D. Clients will only be disconnected and not excluded.

Answer: A